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152nd PLENARY SESSION 
The European Communities' Economic and Social Committee 
held its 152nd Plenary Session in Brussels~ on 26 and 27 October 1977. 
T.he chair was taken by ~~ Basil de FERRANTI, the Committee's Chairman. 
Adoption of Opinions 
I. ANNUAL rug'ORT - THE ECONOIVJIC SITUATION IN 1 977 
The Annual Report on the Economic Situation of the Community 
Gist of the Commission Document 
In reviewing the changes that have occurred in the 
Community's economic situation since last Autumn, the Report sees 
developments as being both positive and negative. The only real 
progress, however, is on the balance-of-payments and the prices 
front. 
The 1977 rate of economic growth is likely to be zk%, com-
pared with 4.7% in 1976. To achieve the 1976-1980 medium-term 
growth rate needed to reduce unemployment from 5.4% (1977) to 3-4% 
in 1980, GNP wo~ud have to grow in the next 3 years by 5-6% per 
a~um. Present estimates put the annual growth rate at a probable 
3!-4%. 
The Commission stresses the impact of structural diffi-
culties on the economy- particularly on unemployment. It admits 
that in many areas (demand, production, employment and !income) where 
structures are undergoing extensive change, no real solutions have 
been found, resulting in uncertainty and cyclical weakness. 
In proposing objectives and policies for 1978, the 
Commission, says that follov.ring present policies, the Community would 
achieve a rate of growth in GNP in real terms of 3~1o, and suffer an 
increase in the number of unemployed, the figure surpassing the 1977 
total by some 500,000 to 600 9 000. The inflation rate at consumer 
level will average 8-81% for the Comnrunity as a whole, and the 
Community's balance of payments on current account will probably 
show a surplus. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Commission sets a "normative economic scenario" for 
. ' 1978, being realistic objectives. These objectives include a 
minimum real GDP growth rate of 4-4~-% for the Community, a halt in 
the spreading of unemployment, narrower disparities between the 
balance-of-payments position of Member States, and a Community 
average rate of inflation of 7-8% (and a narrower spread between 
the extremes). 
-The Commission's Annual Report co~cludes with some general 
economic policy guidelines, and guidelines for individuaL Member 
States. It urges Member States to use budgetary policy more as an 
instrument of growth - particularly if they have current account 
surpluses. It wants Governments to stimulate personal consumption 
as well as public and private investments. Adjustments to personal 
income tax should be used to effect this. Public investment 
programmes should be speeded up where delays have occurred, and 
where public borrowing requirements are affected by this policy, 
non-monetary financing means should be resorted to -- -for instance, 
long-term financing. Norms for money supply should now be the rule 
rather than the exception, and could be a useful point of reference 
for determining wages and prices. · 
Employment policy options are dealt with in some detail, 
the Commission urging that any measures taken to reduce working 
hours be left as flexible as possible. 
Proposals are made regarding investment incentives to make 
supply more flexible and so facilitate structural change. · 
Finally, the Commission again urges Member States to 
collaborate in the coordination of aid measures. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Committee adopted its Opinion with no dissenting votes 
and 36 abstentions. 
The Committee stresses in its Opinion that the Community's 
economic performfuLCe has failed in almost every respect to match the 
short-term targets set in the 1976 fumual Report. It believes it 
is impossible to achieve the medium-term targets agreed on at the 
1976 Tripartite Conference, and confirmed by the Council in narch 
of this year in th~ Community's 4th Medium-Term Economic Programme. 
· ... ; ... 
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The Commission's "scenario" laying down economic objectives 
for 1978 sets a target growth rate of 4-4i~. 
The Committee recognizes that the growth objective adopted 
for the Community must be realistic and that, in particular, it must 
not encourage excessive demand~ which woul~ jeopardize recent reduc-
tions in rates of inflation and balance-of-payments deficits. 
Nevertheless, having regard to the employment situation, and to the 
extent of unused capacity, the Committee feels that, as a quantitative 
indication of whc"t should be possible, a growth rate of 4 - 4i~ shoulli 
be regarded as a minimum and that every effort should be made to 
improve upon it. 
The Committee agrees with the Commission that to get the 
economy moving again requires the active participation and support 
of the Social Partners, but emphasizes that the latter will have to 
be convinced that the policies introduced to improve the employment 
situation will be effective. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Secti~n for Economic and Financial Questions, under the chair-
manship o:: lVIr ThTlillGOT - Belgium - V~rious Interests. The 
Rapporteur was r.Tr CL.ARK - United Kingdom - Employers. 
Speech by r~ ORTOLI, Vice-President of the Commission 
In his address to the Committee, the Vice-President of 
the Commission, ~~ ORTOLI, started by congratulating it on the work 
~t had perforned under diffiettlt circumstances. 
The Commission had held back the Annual Report because it 
felt that 1977 might mark the turn of the tide. The economy was 
still too sluggish, but there was clearly going to be some scope for 
boosting growth without precipitating a renewal of inflation. What 
was important, for economic recovery would have to be soundly based. 
If the Member States pulled together, their measures could 
reinforce each other and enable growth targets to be achieved without 
upsetting the underlying equilibrium. 
Economic growth was needed in order to achieve social 
justice and economic development, and get the balance of payments 
out of the red in the medium tenn. 
. .. ; ... 
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Domestic growth should be based in the first place on 
public investment, encouragement of private investment, measures to 
limit increases in wage costs, and perhaps tax cuts. 
The objectives for 1978 could be realized, Mr ORTOLI went 
on to say, if the Member States made a joint effort. They should 
demonstrate their solidarity in the fields of mutual monetary assis-
tance and investment, and coordinate their economic policies. It 
was necessary to step up such coordination so as to truce into account 
not only the size of budgets but also, for example, their effects 
on savings. With regard to the mutual consistency of monetary 
policies, consideration should be given to action to control the money 
supply and to improve the coordination of interest-rate policies. ' 
In the aftermath of the latest Tripartite Conference, some 
thought was being given to the question of work sharing. · 
Structural problems were under review in the steel, textile, 
shipbuilding and other Jndustries where it woo necessary to embark 
on an investment policy based on clearly defined programmes• In that 
connection, a special role would have to be assigned to the energy 
sector, where public investment would have a major role to play and 
where future market trends were foreseeable. 
Concluding, lYlr ORTOLI stated that structural changes would 
lead to industry shedding labour to the tertiary sector, whose deve-
lopment should be given some encourn.gement. Investment remained 
central to all these considerations because it would determine the 
ComrJunity's future competitiveness. 
II. DATA .... PROCFu'1:;rNG 
-· iliiiWtUft ee e ~
Corrw~mication from the Commission to the Council concerning 
Co~~unity Policies for the Electronic Information Industry 
Gist of the Communication 
As a further response to the Council Resolution of 
15 July 1974 on a Community policy on data processing, the Commission 
has adopted a set of proposals on the electronic-based information 
'industries, in particular the data-processing and advanced-electronic-
cocpone~t sectors. The Communication _comprises : 
... ; ... 
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Proposals for.a four-year development programme for data proces-
sjp:lg in the Community (Volumes I and_ II); 
Report on development-s in the data-proces·sing sect·or in the Com-
mm1ity, in relation to the world situation; 
- A Community policy for the component industry. 
~-he four-year de~-l~pment prO(?Tamme for data process~ 
The proposal is concerned to promote the efficient· deve-
lopment and use of data processing. It falls into two major parts : 
projects conceming the environment of the sector, i.e. standar--
dization, sof·l;ware portabili ty, coordinat·ion of public procurement 
policies rmd val"ious general J!ro j ect s designed to improve lmow-
ledge of the sector and its environment; · 
- go_mmunity su:pp.ort projects, in particular for data-processing . 
applications of Cormnuni ty interest, and far the hardware .and 
systems industry in two particulcrly sensitive areas : peri-infor-
matics (mini-computers, remote peripherals, etco) and electronic 
components for computer applications (especially in--'Gegrated cir-, 
cuits) t> 
In view of the fluid situation in the central processors -
industry, the Comrnission has refrained from making propos~ls in · 
respect of the large-computer sector. Instead it has concentrated 
on rapid growth sectors~ in· partictligr peri-informatics y in antici-
pation of t~e upsurge in distributed data-processing. 
In im})lement·ing the programme, the Commission will be 
aided by a Committee for the Monagement and Coordination of·Data 
Processing Progrenunes. The sectors referred to above will be 
eligible for_ Conun1.,mtty d~ta-process·ing gran.tso 
In some areas of general public interest the Community 
could itself initiate prdjects. 
The scheme makes ~revision for grants (repayable in the 
event of commercial success) up to 50% of the t.otal cost of indus-
trial .·developments and applicat_i,ons ·in the fields selected. 
I -, .... 1 
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for the electronic corn onents industr 
The Conunission stresses that this industry, and in parti .... 
cul~ the integTated-circuits branch, is crucial to the Community 
economy. 
The Corr~ssion describes the growing competition from the 
United States and Jape~, where the Government has just lGunched a 
200 million u.~. trogramme to produce a range of v~SI (very large-
scale integration) computers. 
The Coruuission is chiefly concerned to alert the Council 
e~d the genercJ. public to the im:Jo:rtru1ce of a coherent programme, 
involving financial support, to meet international competition. 
Gist of the Opinio~ 
The Economic and Social Committee unanimously adopted its 
Opinion less 6 abstentions. 
It is vital that the Cmm~1u.nity have a competitive ex-
panding computer industry. Given tl1e present pace of develop;nent, 
partic1..,1larly in the increasingly im:t•ortant -peri-informatios and 
components sectors, it is essential to ensure an effective Community 
capability. 
, The Committee sees the progromme as ambitious but not 
impossible to realize. The Co~nittee welcomes the Conwission re-
cognition of the fact that more effective cooperation by Community 
manufacturers is necessary, if foreign capability is to be matched. 
A fundrunental question is the definition of a "Community 
based company". Given the key nc.ture of the informatics industry, 
the Committee accepts that a Community-controlled capability is 
essential for the long-term economic well-being of the Community. 
It therefore accepts the definition conflict in paragraph 3 of the 
Council Resolution of 15 July 1974, that a European-based company 
is one which is in practice controlled from within the Community. 
The Coro~ittee feels that the proposed strategies must enable Com-
munity firms to cope more effectively with external c01:1petition. 
It r.1ust be remembered that both COI~'Lrnuni ty and non-Community firms 
cru1 lJrosper in T'. burgeoning market. 
. .. / ... 
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The Committee would express two major criticisms. The 
first is with respect to the failure to consult and involve in the 
l)reparati'on of the programme those parties who ar<:: bound to be 
interested in its consequence. The second criticism relates to 
the general lack of proposals in the programme for increasing 
education in the use of informatics. Since the use of informatics 
will be of capital importance to industry and to the ecoLomy as a 
whole, expenditure on user education would be more thruL justified. 
The Committee makes the following comments on the 
Co~tssion's objectives : 
~~uport for Standardizatio~ 
The Committee endorses the importance of ensuring a strong 
Com:m.mi ty voice in the development of international stanc.ards. Like · 
the Commission, it would not agree to the introduction or promotion 
of Co~~lL~ity standards as such, except where international promotion 
of Community standards do not exist and are unlikely to be established. 
R_q_rtability 
There is a particular need for languages which can be used 
for a variety of machines without conversion costs; the Committee 
therefore urges the Commission to provide greater a.ssistance to 
projects likely to increase portability. It also emphasizes that 
users must play an important role when portability issues are 
clecided. 
Confidentiality and security of data 
There are two separate issues here. First, the security 
&~d confidentiality of personal information about citizens; secondly, 
technical protection for commercially important data ruLd systems. 
The Committee urges the Commission to submit appropriate proposals 
without delay. 
Peri-informatics 
The Committee suggests that firms acting alone could come 
forward with proposals on the machinery for granting Community 
premiv~s. The Co1nmission coulu also take the initiative in estab-
lishing suitable partnerships; if cooperation failed, the Commission 
• ·-·1· •• 
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would still be able to ensure as a condition of support to a single 
firm that products developed are in line with overall harmonization 
and international standardization requirements. 
The Committee notes that employment associated with data-
processing &~d electronics must be considered in the light of the 
nuruber, quality and status of the jobs involved. The importance of 
.the numbers of highly-qualified technical jobs which non-European 
subsidiaries create and continue to provide within the Community 
must not be forgotten. 
The Committee strongly feels the need for major studies in 
the entire field of employment. The requirements of retraining; the 
effects of rationalization programmes because of data-processing 
capabilities; the replacement of jobs in manufacturing because of 
the use of electronic components and microprocessors - all of these 
demand examination if the best use is to be made of the industrial 
benefits of informatics, without social harm to the individual in 
the short to medium term. 
The Economic and Social Committee based its Opinion on 
, material prepared by its Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and 
Services, under the chairmanship of Mr HEMMER - Luxembourg -
Employers. The Rapporteur was Mr VfYLIE - United Kingdom- Employers. 
IIIs FOOD PRICING 
• ..., ... :0 '=to 
Draf~ Directive on Consun1er Protection in the Marking and 
Display of the Prices of Foodstuffs 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
The proposed Directive is designed to make unit pricing 
compulsory fo~ food in all Member States. The Comn1ission thinks 
that this will make it easier for consumers to compare prices in 
the shops, improve market transparency and ensure greater protection 
for consumers. 
The proposal covers both unpackaged and prepackaged food-
stuffs, whether they be prepackaged in variable or predetermined 
quantities. Unit pricing will not be compulsory for foods prepackaged 
... ; ... 
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in ranges of nominal quentities laid down by Community Direc-
_ti_ves or nati-onal rules. 
In addition, it v1ill be conpu1::wry to indicate unit 
prices on all promotional material 8~d catalogues listing food 
prices. 
Finally, sales and unLt prices must_ be inclusive o£ 
all taxes. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Committee adopted the Opinion by a large majority, 
there being 5 dissenting votes and 4 abstentionso 
The Committee approves the proposal which, once imple-
mented, ;·1ill make unit pricing for food compulsory throughout 
the Comn1unity. However, the new rules are likely to cause small 
shopkeepers some initial difficulties. For this reason, the 
Conmi ttee hopes that I.lember States ~,'ill show the necessary deGree 
of flexibility when introducing the rules, taking into account a 
nmnber of co~tntries' experiences so far if need be. 
The exemptions proposed forfood prepackaged in nominal 
quantity ranges laid do1m by CommUlLity.Directives must be applied 
in such a way that the consumer can readily calculate what unit 
price he is paying. OtherVlise, the Directive will be ineffectual. 
The Co~nittee therefore considers that the Co1mnunity 
shoulC: lsy dorm a Sl'lall number of qu8..llti ty ranges, and that the 
quantities specified should be multiples or sub-multiples of each 
other. 
The Economic and Social CoDl>li ttee based its Opinion en 
material prepared by its Section for Protection of the.Environ~ent, 
Public Health and Consuraer Affairs ~~der the chairmansip of 
Mr ROSEINGRAVE - Ireland - Various Interests. The Rapporteur "\vas 
Mr BOURBL - France - Ertiployers. 
. .. ; ... 
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IV • !..ENI:I!L.f,_IZED . TAl'liFJf PREFERENCES FOR : 1 9!8 
European Community's Schpme of Generalized Tariff Preferences 
for 1978 
G-is i; of the Commi~sion • s Pro.l!_osal 
For the eighth time, the Commission is presenting the 
Council with proposals for the generalized tariff preferences which 
the Community has been applying to imports from a number of deve-
loping countries and territories since 1971. These proposals are a 
further tangible expression of the unilateral offer which the Com-
munity made at llifCTAD in 1969 m1J which it agreed to apply for 10 
years. 
The 8Conomic situation in the Co~~unity continues to be 
worrying anc1 hopes of a sustained recovery remain uncertain, ,.\l'hich 
is why the Commission has chosen for the 1978 Scheme the prudGnt 
course of safeguarding what has been achieved in the past and treading 
cautiously with regard to the future. For 1978, commitments will be 
honoured, but without the systematic substantial improvements of 
previous years. Efforts will be concentrated on making the fullest 
possible use of the concessions already granted. 
The Commission states that henceforth the financial data 
\till be expressed in Europe~ units of account. 
The Comrnission's proposals for 1978 are as follows : 
- .. ~j.cul tural sector : the inclusion of some new products (horses 
1or slaughter and for other purposes, certain kinds of crustaceans 
and molluscs, driecl garlic, limes, tropical fruit cockta5.ls and, 
c.uring the winter, certain kinds of fruit and vegetables and the 
i~clusion of a limited reserve share in all GSP tariff quotas for 
agrictu~rral products; 
- Industrial semi-manufactures and manufactures : ceilings for many 
products will be raised as a result of the adoption of a new re-
ference year (1975), though, for some products, there will be no 
increase or only a limited increase; 
- Textile products : it is proposed that only the coiling for carpets 
sh~~d be raised; as regards coir and jute products, the tariff 
reduction accorded by the Community as a counter~art to the volu.~­
tary restraint aJeements negotiated with India \jute and coir) and 
Ban~ladesh (jute will continue to be applied and should be raised 
to the 1 005~ mark on 1 January 1978; 
- Im~ovements of a technical nature : firstly to'the sys-tem: of 
·------ tarl:±'f quotas' (extens~·on of the application of a limited reserve 
·share to all the GSP.tariff quotas in the industrial sector, 
except for ECSC products), and secondly to 'the special maximum 
~~~=-~~:-by~coliDtry smou:nts (:n1ore flexible application of na:t~onal 
• .::. .L • .:..c.·..,~ _; ........ ,· ~· 
least 
of duties; 
- Extension to Romania of preferences for a number of eAditional 
products; 
For all products : the technical adjustment of the rules of 
origin due to the addition of certain agricultural products and 
amendments to the Nomenclature. · 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Committee adopted 'he Opinion by a large majority, 
there being three dissenting votes and three abstentions. 
The Committee approves the Commission's proposals for 1978, 
which are characterized by a more cautious approach than that taken 
in the 1977 arrangements. As long as economic recovery remains 
hesitant in the Community, the latter should take care not to ·enter 
into commitments liable to endanger the bases of the equilibriuru 
on which ~1 effective policy towards the ~1ird World depends. 
The Com ..mi t"tee emphe.sizes the need to ensm~e that the 
echeme first u0d foremost hc1:;;s -i,:.he coun.tries with the greatest needn 
I~ alsO' points cut ·tihe need for coo::r-clin.atton of all the systems of 
·generalized preferences applied b~ the industrialized countries. 
Finally, the Committee urges that, in future, the 
Community's trade commitments should form part of an overall common 
commercial pol~.cy - a policy that is effective, in keeping with the 
CommliDity' s pol:t. tical role in the world, and reflects the essential 
requirements of internal economic and social policy, particularly 
as regards emplo;yn:.ent,- reasox2able utilization of resources and pro-. 
duction capacity ~1d, on a more general level, economic growth. . 
T.he Economic and Social Committee based its Opinion on· 
material prepared by its Section for External Relations under the _ 
chairmanship of ~~.r CARSTENS - Denmar~. - Eruployers •. __ . The Rapporte-ur 
was !·;tt CREMER - Germany - Workers. · , 
... ; ... 
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.V~ DOUBLE TAXATION 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the Elimination of Double 
T~xation in Connection with the Adjustment of Trru1sfers of 
Profits between Associated Enterprises (Arbitration Procedv.re) 
( - ,,._ Of t''" f!r,.,.,~,~ S'"".;On'· S Propooal 
..... _: 2._v_ , __ ...:!;.:: • ."---, ...J ..... .:-.u.L ~· _ · .... 1 ~ ~ 
Shin Proposal may be seen as c. further part of +,lle 
Cmn:nission~ s efforts (alraady passed to the Council L1 Agril ~ J7G -· 
Doco CQi,I(76) 119 final) to comba·G tax avoidance and international 
tax evasion. The proposal involves the setting up of arbitration 
committees, ostensibly to ensure that a company whose profits have 
been 'jacked up' by theta~ authorities for taxation purposes in 
one country, on the grounds of suspected artificially-low transfer 
prices to one of its subsidiary or associated companies in another 
country, does not pay more tax in the second country than it should 
in fairness have to pay. vVhen implemented, the 1976 Proposal made 
by the Commission regarding mutual assistance between national 
taxation administrations is likely to increase cases of double 
taxation, and it was felt by the Commission and by the Economic 
and Social Committee that it should submit a further proposal for 
a Directive dealing particularly with the problem of double taxation, 
and that the two Directives be introduced at the same time. Tl~.is is 
a technical proposal, dealing with the machinery that would handle 
cases of double taxation. It does not deal with the question of 
transfer pricing itself. 
Gist of the Opinion 
~1e Committee adopted the Opinion unanimously. 
~1e Committee's Opinion on arbitration procedure m~n1m1zeB 
the importance of the proposed Directive, although at the SaLle time 
welcoming it. It describes the Proposal as technical; it merely 
lays down the procedures to be adopted by the tax authorities of 
two Member States where there is believed to have been an insta~ce 
of double taxation ~ithout, however, ~roviding ru1y guidance on intra-
group transfer pric1ng. 
In its earlier Proposal on Mutual Assistance, the Commission 
had stated in its explanatory note that it would submit to the .. C01.mciJ_,. 
not later than July 1976, proposals for a Directive on Double Taxa-
tion, especially in the field of transfer pricing. Such a proposal 
for a Directive has not been produced. The Committee recommends 
again, that studies of this problem continue "as a matter of urgency". 
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The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Economic and Financial Questions, under the chair-
manship of rirr MARGOT - Belgium - Various Interests. The Rapporteur 
was Mr MILLER -United Kingdom - Employers. 
~I o OASTOJLSEEBS 
-·- IS- 't>"-
Proposal for a Regulation (EEC) of the Council laying down 
special 11easures in respect of Castor Seeds 
Gist of the Commission Prouosal 
The Co~mission has examined the case for promoting castor 
seed production ill the Cor~1unity. 
The Commission document (Doe. CO!.I(77) 339 fin) serves 
both as a report on the subject and as &1 explanatory memorandun1 
to the proposal for a Council Regulation laying down special 
measures. 
The Commission considers that it ia in the Commu..'Yli ty' s 
interest to develop this crop at both industrial and agricul tLl.I'al 
level. This is particularly important from the point of view of 
helping to ensure a better equilibrium between agricultural pro-
duction in the northern ru1d southern parts of the Community. 
Gist of the Opinj.on 
The Committee adopted its Opinion by 26 votes in favour, 
13 ngninst und 2 abstentions. 
While the Committee is sympathetic to o:ny attempt to 
improve economic conditions in special regions of the Community, 
the Comrni ttee does not consider that this proposal is well designed 
for that ptl-~"pose, a'Yld consequently considers that the Commission's 
proposal should be rejected. 
The proposal appears to do nothing to improve employment 
or fro";n incomes in the areas concerned by substituting one crop for 
another~ Indeed, as ~s stated by the Cormnission, the castor crop 
may be less attractive in income per hectare than existing crops. 
Sj_::.1ce this crop will be new to farmers in Europe and yields 
per hectr~e are likely to be low, the cost cf aid, as proposed by 
the Cor~Qission, is likely to be very high m1d probably long lasting • 
... ; ... 
I • 
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Suoh resources should be used in far more :positive ways to increase 
incomes a.."1d employment. 
The Committee holds the view that the intention of this 
experimental scheme is, in time, to make a substantial contribution 
towards lli1.ropean security of supplies. This would entail a substan-
.tial cut in imports from certain developing countries. The Committee 
does, however, consider it unacceptable to start a new scheme which 
runs against other Gonununity :policies aiming at promoting the exports 
and improving tl1e foreign exchange earnings of developing countries, 
in particular when such u scheme is without gains in employment in 
the Community. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Agriculture under the chairmanship of 
nl!r El.\10 CAPODILISTA - Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur 
was lVIr RAINERO - Italy - Various Interests. 
VII. WI1.W4Y~_COSTS 
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down Uniform Costing 
Principles for Railway Undertakings 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
Article 8(2) of Council Decision 75/327/EEC of 20 May 1975 
on the improvement of the situation of railway undertakings and the 
harmonization of rules governing the financial relations between 
sullh. undertakings and States states that "before 1 January 1978, 
the Council, acting an a proposal from the Commission, shall lay 
down uniform costing principles" for railway undertakings. 
It is also stipulated in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the same 
Article that, as a temporary solution, "the railway undertakings 
must provide the State with the necessary data to enable a detailed 
assessment to be made of the financial results of each of the cate-
gories of activity" (passenger and goods transport). 
The aim of the Commission's :proposal is to meet the 
requir~aents of the above :provisions in the context of the Council 
Resolution of 27 June 1974 which made costing an important factor 
in commercial cooperation between railway undertakings and in 
comparing the financial :performance of these undertakings. 
· .. .; ... 
-... ---- _,_ 
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Gist of the Opinion-
The voting was 42 votes in favour, 11 against and 7 
abstentions. 
The Economic and Social Committee warns against too high 
hopes being placed on the implementation of the Commission's proposal. 
In particular, it has reservations about Section III of 
the proposal, which lays down principles for the supervision of the 
results of the railways' individual operationso 
The Committee wonders whether it will be possible to pro-
ceed so far given the stage reached in the standardization of costing 
methods. Even after the principles set out in Sections I and II have 
been put into practice, there will be considerable differences, which 
could mean that comparisons are'misleading. Therefore, Section III 
should .not be included in the present Regulation. Instead it should 
be examined afresh as further progress is made towards the 
standardization of costing methods. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Tr~sport and Communications under th8 chai~anship 
of 11/[r HOFFMANN - Germany - Workers. The Rapporteur was Iv!r :B'.REDERSDORF 
Germany - Various Interests. 
VIIIe EY!iOPEAN SOCIAL FtJND - WOMEN AND REGIONS 
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning Operations 
Qualifying for a Higher Rate of Intervention bJ,·· the :'c.'"'uro-
pean Social Fund and the 
Proposal for a Council Decision regarding European Social 
Fund Assistance Towards Women. 
Gist of the Commissi£n's Proposals 
The purpose of the Proposal for a Council Regulation 
concerning Operations Qualifying for· a Higher Rate of Intervention 
by, the J?uropean Social Ftmd is to specify regions which are marked 
bY, a particu-larly serious or sustained rate of unemployment and 
where schemes are to be eligible for a higher rate of Social Fvnd 
·aid (55% instead of 50% in accordance with a decision still to be 
taken by the Council). The regions picked out in the proposRl a..re 
Greenland, the French Overseas Departments, the Republic of Irelru11, 
Northern Ireland and the Mezzogiorno. 
~----
---
----
•••• 
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The pro~osal on the use of the ESF to .help women seeks 
to widen the possJ.bilities for aid in this sphere, thus helping to 
overcome some o:r: the obstacles impeding the employment of women. 
!t is proposed that the Fund should be able to part-finance the 
,vocational training of women over 25, when this training is accom-
panied by measures aimed at preparing job seekers for working life 
and finding them jobs commensurate with their qualifications. 
Gist of the Opi~ 
The Com>'IL;_ ttee adopted its Opinion unanimously. 
The Committee approves the proposal concerning operations 
qualifying for a higher rate of ESF intervention but reaffirms its 
earlier position that the ceiling should be 65% rather than the 
50% as envisaged at present. The Committee also wants to see a big 
financial effort made to help the depressed areas indicated by the 
Commission where the structural balance is continuing to deteriorate 
vis-a-vis more economically advanced regions. 
The Cormn;i ·ctee agrees with the, choice of Greenland, the 
French Overseas Department, Ireland, Northern Ireland and the 
Mezzogiorno as regions eligible for the preferential rate of inter-
vention but hopes that they will be joined later by other regions 
of the Com~unity beset by serious economic and social problems. 
This .should be ll.one in the light of the experience gained in the 
. abo,re-mentioned five regions. 
All in all, however, the Committee regrets the fragmentary 
nature and limited scope of the Commission's proposals. But ~rovided 
they are added to later on, the proposals could be a first step 
towards more vigorous Community action to combat regional imbalances. 
·With regard to. the European Social Fund's assistance for 
women, the Comnittee feels that the new proposal is an initial step 
towards improving the employment situation of women. It does, 
howeve~, h~ve a number of reservations owing to its belief that the 
funds made available, will be insufficient to fulfil the general 
aim set by the European Council in Rome on 25 and 26 March 1977, 
and in London on 29 and 30 June 1977. The Committee makes the point 
that the sheer size and range of the problems that women have to 
contend with when they are on the look-out for jobs calls for con-
certed action covering every facet of female employment. 
. .. ; ... 
I 
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The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Social Questions under the chairmanship of 
Mr HOUTHUYS -Belgium- Workers. The Rapporteur was Mr CPJillOLL--
Ireland - Workers. 
IX. BRUCELLOSIS 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 64/432/EEC 
on 1• as regards Brucellosis, the Buffered Brucella iLDtigen Test, 
45/20 Vaccine 2...11.d the Inconclusive Range to the Serun Agglutina-
tion Test 
Gist of the Co.rrJ.mission' s Prouosal 
Since the Council Directive 64/432/EEC was adopted, 
progress in the field of control of bovine brucellosis has been 
achieved in many areas, both in the field of prop~ylaxis ~~d in 
die.gnosis. Member States have consequently introduced modernized 
methods in their national brucellosis control progx·ammes,. This 
means that there is not a discrepancy between the methods of control 
used in connection with intra-Commvnity trade, and those used to 
safeguard national herds. 
Community provisions aim at full harmonization of control 
procedures~ it is the:r·~dore proposed to remove these discrepancies 
by introducing the diagnostic procedures (buffered brucella antigen 
test), the new vaccine (45/20) ru1.d an imnroved evaluation procedure 
for the serum agglutination test. 
Gist of the Se~tio~'s Opinion 
The Co~nittee approves the proposal but urges that account 
should be taken of the history of the herds concerned when assessing 
the results of the serum agglutination test. 
The Comn1ittee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for L.gricul ture under the chai.rmanshi p of ~~lr EitiO 
Ci~ODILISTA - Italy - Various Interostso The Rapporteur was 
Mr r.Tl'JIER - Ireland - Various Interests. 
--
__ ... ----'----
... ; ... 
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X. BRUCELLOSIS DEROGATIO:t-l"'S 
Proposal for a Council Directive prolonging Certain'Derogation 
Measures in relation to Brucellosis and Tuberculosis granted to 
Denmark, Irelru1d and the United Kingdom 
Gist of the Cow~ission's Proposal 
By virtue of Article 104 of the Treaty of Acce,ssion, 
Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom were authorized to maintain 
for an interim period, until the end of 1977, their national rules 
for declaring a herd .of cattle officially free of tuberculosis or 
free of brucellosis. -
On the same basis certain derogations from existing Com-
munity p»ovisions were granted, to cllow for the maintenance of 
traditional exports of cattle from Ireland to the United Kingdom. 
As certaL~ delays have occurred in the solution of basic 
technical probleus related to these matters and as a proposed modi-
fication of the basic directive governing these questions·will only 
take full effect duxing the following year, it is considered neces-
sary that the above derogations be extended until the end of 1978, 
in order not to cause ~~reasonable interruptions in existing pro-
phylac-l;ic met:'..sures and traditional trade patterns. 
Gist of the Opini~~ 
The Con~ittee adopted its Opinion approving the Commission 
proposal by unro1imous vote. 
The Conmittee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Lgriculture under the chairmanship of 
I\'Jr Emo CAPODILISTA (Italy - Various Interests)~ The Rapporteur was 
J:v1r :rt1LIJIER (Ireland - Various Interests) • 
11 • RESEtillCH fj:JD DEVELOP~'IENT 
Proposal for a Mul tiannual R & D Prograrrune in the Field of 
Primary Re.w J..iat erials (Indirect Action) ( 1978-1981) 
Gist of the Proposal 
The programme is designed to alleviate the Community's 
medium- to long-term problems in the supply of basic raw materials. 
J ' 
... /- .. 
'. \ 
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It c.i.t'11S to increc.se the Community's self-supply potential 2nd to 
develop new minD~ techniques. Three research areas are covered : 
E-!..JS?1.ore.tion : It is proiJosed to iD.11lrove lmowledge concerning 
concealed r...ncl dee:1-seo.ted de:posits.· It is 8~so planned to 
im:;)rove :.md develo~J pros:pection Elethods and techniques~ 
.Qre_ Process.~~g : Work wj.ll focus on the use of low-grcde rnd 
corJ.j_1lex ores. .,'o.ctions nre )ro:losed on copper~ lead ::md zinc 
ores, as well r:.s sources of c..ltl.i:.1ina other thc.u: bau:ci t e; 
- £.Ii;ti~_1_?c~J._:8lo_g,y : It is pl[umca. to carry out R & D work to try 
o.ndreduce equipment and operc..ting costs in sinking deep mines 
and exploiting small deposits which contain high-grade ores. 
The ':progrc:J.In::le, vvhic:1 is to run for a four-;:,rec .. r ~1eriod 
st2.rting in 1978, would cost rr totol of 23 :rn. EUA on the Comr11unity 
budget. The l.iel:l~er Sto..tes o.re eXIlCcted to contribute c. further 
21 rn .• EUA. 
Worl:: would be carried out by "indirect actionn, i.e, by 
Ele::nG of cost-sharing research contrC'.cts to which the Col:ildtmity 
would make c. mc:.Xill1Ul11 average co:i.ltri but ion of 50~. 
Jm adviSOI"j COITI.l"l1i tt ee on progra.rrrc.1e m~:nagement would be 
set up to assist the Commission. 
Gj.st. o£: ,the. Op:ilJ.iOJ:! 
The Committee adopted the Opinion unani:mousl~r. 
The Co~:1i tt ee f1.1)proves the progrP.Jitme which will cost a 
totol of 23 m,.. EUl~ on the Com.mlmi ty. budget over four ~{er.rs. The 
LiC:L.lbcr Sto.tes are cx:pcctcd to contribute n. further 21 m. EUA~ 
The Comnittee only regards the proposal aa a first step 
m n whole series of long-term measures to develop Cor:nnunity deposits 
of n;.m-ferrous metals, for v;hich the Comm.uni ty currently depends 
o:i.l third countries for its supplies. 
---- --
••• ; •• 0 
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The Committee believes that the R & D work should not 
only in. crease Community self-sufficiency but should also, through 
the export of "lmow-hovy",. help to secure supplies from non-I11fember 
countries. 
The programme should, accora_ing to the Committee, be 
reviewed after three ye2~s of operation and revised, where necessary. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Saction for EnerQr and Nuclear Questions unGer the chairmanship 
of Mr HILI.r!R - Uni tecl Kingdom - En:mloyers. 'J;he Rapporteur was 
I~ SCHLITT - Germany - Various Interests. 
XI!. SCIEX:IFIC iLT\fD TECHNOLOGICAL DOCill;IENTATION 
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a Second 
3-Year Plan of Action in the Field of Information and 
Documentation in Science anu Technology. 
Gist of the Proposal 
The Commission puts forward a plan which runs from 1978 
to 1980 at a total cost of 9 MUG at 1977 pr:i,ces. Its objectives 
are : 
to turn EURONET (Conmrunity information network system) into a 
public on-line inforn~tion network~ 
- to develop a comPlOn market for scientific and technical 
information; 
- to promote technology and methodology for improving information 
services, with special emphasis on those of EURONET. 
The plan follows on from the first action plan which ran 
from 1975 to 1977. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Opinion was adopted unanimously. 
The Committee, subject to a nur4ber of comments, endorses 
the Commission's pl8n : 
- to'turn EURONET (Co~nunity information network system) into a 
public on-line information network; 
... ; ... 
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- to develop a common market for scientific and technical inforrna-
tion; 
- to promote techn.ology and methodology for improving information 
services, with special emphasis on those of EURONET. 
The Committee trusts that EURONET will become an opera-
tional public network as soon as possible. It believes the system 
should be designed with the interests of users in minda This would 
entail a system of free competition so as to provide information 
users with the widest possible choice~ At the same time, a rational 
organization of the market is needed to avoid waste and duplication 
of efforts 
The Committee notes that substantial progress has been 
mac1e towards a uniform te..riff for the Comnru.ni ty pc.rt of EURONET. 
But it calls for stanC.ardization of charges made by natiom:,l PTT' s 
for connection to the network. 
The Committee recommends- en intensification of efforts 
to incorporate economic, financial <' ... ._1cl social data in the network 
ru1d regrets that only a limited ar11ou:r:.t of information has been 
built up on energy problems. 
The system should, in the Co~uittee•s view~ serve as a 
centr&l information source for existing national ancl regional 
info::r.:~1c.tion services and enable the Co~1r.1uni ty to compete with the 
highl;y· developed services of third cou...'1t::r:ies. 
The ComL'1i ttee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Energy and Nuclear Q".wstions ur..dcr the ch2irmanship 
of I.lr IYiiLLER - United Kingdom -· EElployers. The Rapporteur was 
£iTr DE RIDDER - Belgium - Various Interests. 
Proposal for a Council Directive Amending Directive 
No. 75/319/EEC of 20 rtlay 1975 on the .1\-:Jproximation of 
Provisions Laid Dovm by Law, H.egulatio~. or Administr2tive 
Action relating to Proprietary medicinal Products. 
Gist of the Comm~on 9 s Propo~~ 
The Commission says that Articles 9 and 10 of Council 
Directive No. 75/319/EEC should be amended to allow files dravm up 
in co1~ection with applications for marketing authorization to be 
••• ; •• 4 
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forwnrded directly to the r!Iember States specified by the Nember 
State which has alre~dy granted marketing authorization. If the 
p~oposal is adopted, files will therefore no longer be fonvarded 
via the ad hoc Committee, as at present required. 
Gist of th~ Opinion 
The Committee Qdopted the Opinion unanimously. 
The aim of the Colllinission•s proposal is to shorten the 
administrative procedures and cut down the delays affecting appli-
cations for marketine authorizations for proprieta~J medicinal 
products.. With this aim in view the Committee approves the proposal. 
The Economic 2nd Social Connni ttee based its Opinion on 
material prepared by its Section for Ina.ustry, Commerce, Crafts o.nd 
Services t-:nder the chairil18llship of r.:r HE£.11,1J5R - Luxembourg - Er.aployers. 
The Rapporteur was r:1r CHABROL - Fronce - Various Interests. 
XIV a SOCIAL SECURI'?Y - MIGRANT WORKERS 
~~~~--........ h:f== ......... .,..,. 
Proposal for a Council Reculation amending Regulations 
(EEC) no. 1408/71 ar..d No. 574/72 on the Application of 
Social Securi t3r SchemeG to Employed Persons and Their 
Families 11Ioving within the ComE1uni ty, and the 
Proposal for a Co'..ll1cil Regulation amenc:Iing the Annexes 
to the afore~entioned Regulations (EEC) No. 1408/71 and 
No. 574/72. 
Gist of the Commission's Proposals 
The aim of the first proposal is to make certain improve-
ments to the rights of micront workers. The need for these improve-
ments has become apparent in the light of experience. It is alno 
proposed that nrlnor transfers of costs be made between the social 
security institutions of the I;Iember States. 
The aim of the second proposal is to amend the Annexes 
to Regulations No~ 1408/71 and 574/72 in the light of both the · 
agreements concluded between sevore.l of the Eember States in pur-
suance of the Regulations, and the decisions by Member States on 
the allocation of responsibilities to their social security autho-
rities, bodies and institutions for implementing the Re~~lations • 
... ; ... 
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Gi'st of the 0Einion 
The Cornn1ittee adopted its Opinion un~imously. 
The Co:m.'Tiittee approves the two proposals and. apprecic_tes 
the Cor;.:u,1ission vs stea<lf..:tst work in this specialized and del:i .. cc::'cc 
:;:~ield., 
The Cowmittce also calls for the removal of the rc~~~­
obstacles to workers' freedom of movement in the Co~mxnity and urges- -
r;:ember States to give worlcers from other r.iember States the same 
treatment as their own nationals in all respects. Furthermore, it 
calls on the Commission to speed up the submission of a draft 
Regulation on the coordination of social security schemes for self-
employed workers moving within the Com~unity. 
The Connni ttee based its Opinion on material preparerl by 
its Section for Social Questions under the chairmanship of 
Mr HOUTHUYS - Belgiu:n - Workers. The Rapporteur was i1Ir PURPUIU-;. -
Italy - Va~ious Interests. 
XV o r;EDITERR.ANEAN POLICY 
The Cownittee adopted, with no votes against and one 
abstention, its Study on 
Community Policy towarc1s Southern and Eastern 
i.\:Iedi terranean Countries. 
The Study analyses Communi t~r :policy towards southern c:.nC: 
eastern fJiecti tcrrru1ean countries through the different association 
agreements concluded with the Maghreb countries (Algeria, morocco 
and Cl:'unisia), and ~~ashreq countries (EiSYpt, Jord3ll, Lebanon e:nd 
Syrin) and Israel, and tries to evaluate the repercussions of this 
policy on the various industries and regions in the Comnrunity. 
\:mile it is obvious, for both political and economic 
reasons, tho.t the policy followed up to now must be continued and 
expanded, at the same time all the steps necessary must be taken to 
prevent this policy aLgravating the agricultureal and industrial 
problems currently facing the CornmmJ.ity. These problems may get 
worse when Greece, Portugal and Spain join the Community. 
. .. / ... 
'·~ It·. is equally essential_ that those reponsible for- framing 
.the association agree~ent~ remember that certain Mediterranean in..;. 
dust~ies and regions in the Community are particUlarly _sensitive to 
the effects of agreements concluded by the Community with non-rui:~mber 
countries that are their direct .competitors~ · 
Bearing in mind the concern felt by eco:no1~j_c and scci.el 
interest groups in the Community, the Corimli ttee urges ·that ~.~l 
ac~Gion in the field of industrial co-opere~t~on be designed to aYcid 
encouraging the setting-up of ~ndustries in sectors where there arG 
already marketing difficulties. 
The Committee also recommends that a number of agricul-
- tural policy measures be taken, both as regards market Cl."CC:O.izatiorJ. and 
structures, to offset the losses of income which the Mediterranean 
policy might cause in Community regions and sectors whose products 
have to cor~ete with those of the Community's partners. 
Finally, the Committee stresses the·· need for overall con-
sistency .between the Community's external policy and its internal 
policies and organi·zations. 
The Committee based its Study on material prepared by its 
Section for External Relations under the chairmanship of Mr CARSTENS 
Denmark - Employers. The Rapporteur was I~ CAPRIO - Italy -
Employers. · 
I • 
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EXTEP~!~.P~~\TIONS 
On 3-4 October, the Section for Economic and Financial/ 
Questions met in Berlin. Its Chairman, Th~ A. ~1RGOT, presided. 
At this meeting, the Section adopted its Opinion on the 
Pro~osal for a Cotmcil Di~ective on the Elimination of Double 
Taxation in connection with the Adjustement of Transfers of Profits 
between Associated Enterprises (Arbitration Procedure) and heard a. 
statement from ~~·VfflGNER, representing the Commission, on the , 
1cr.u1ual Report on the Economic Situation in the Community. 
It also heard two statements from members of the Deutsches 
Insti tut fttr Wirtschaftsforsch1.u1.g (German Economic Research Institute) I -
on tlie Problems of Central Economic Planning in a State-Trading 
Country and on Present Mone.tary Problems of the COlVlECON countries. 
A press conference was held after the meeting. 
2 • .Q..fficial Visi~ of th~ Committee Chairm~_to-~tall 
The Committee Chairman, _ I~:tr Basil de FERRANTI, accompanied 
b~r the Secretar~r-General, rlfr Delfo DELFINI, and rnr de FERRtiNTI' s 
Chef de Cabinet, riir Robert. JACKSON, wade. an official vis.it to nome 
on 17-18 October. He met the President and Vice-President of CNEL 
(the ESC' s counterpart in Italy), ]/fr Bruno STORTI a.11.d Hr l1lfredo DI.tUTA 7 
ro1d representatives of the following ~rade and professional 
organizations' 
Confindustria (empioyers' association) 
- Various agricultural organizations (Confagricoltura, Federaziane 
i te ..liana consorzi agrari (Itali-a:n. Federat.ion of Agricultural 
Groups), Confedera.zione nazionale dei coltivatori diretti 
(National Confederation of-~T-ler-Farmers) 
Federazione ttnitaria dei sindati (United Trades Union Federation) 
Cooperative orgru1izations 
- Confederazione generale _commercio e turismo (General Confederation 
for Commerce and Tourism) 
- Confederazione gcncrale italiana dell'artigianato (General) 
· Confederation of Craftsman). 
. .. ; .. ~. 
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: < - · In· .addition, ~ de FERR.t\.1-TTI met . the President of ENI 
, (national hydrocarbons body), ~h' PETR+LLI, and the President of 
:In! {body for industrial reconstruetion), lVIr' SETTE • 
I\1Ir C!.e FE~-ru.JqTI then visited Florence whcl~G ho pr:.~2 t:.i.~ :,. :.• 
v;i t;h the President. of the Eu.ro~)e~l University Insti t·tl. .tGC, 
·_Hr I~t. KOH.L,-STAXillil, with .a view to having a better two-way flow of 
- information between the ESC and the European UuiyersitY Institute. 
-,/' 
'' I ,· -·~ 
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III 
NEW REQUEST FOTI AN OPINION 
----- --·--
In October, the Com1cil requested the Committee to 
deliver an Opinion on the : 
Prouoscl for a Council Directive amending Directive 
75/106/EEC on the Approximation of the Laws of the 
Member States relating to the J.\.1aking-up by Volume of 
Certain Pre-paclmgect Liquids. 
. .. ; ... 
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IV 
RIGHT OF INITIATIVE 
------------------
At its 152nd Plenary Session, the Committee decided to 
draw up own-initiative Opinions on : 
A Communication from the Commission to the Council on 
the f~endment of the Common Organization of the Market 
in Beef and Veal 
A Report by the Commission to the Council on the 
Respective Merits of the Systems of Premi~s and 
Intervention Measures in the Beef and ~al Sector 
A Report on Starch Products in the Community and the 
Starch Production Refund 
and Frontier Workers. 
. .. ; ... 
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V 
PROVISIONAL PROGR.AlV.ffilE OF FUTURE WORK 
November 1977 Ple~ary Se~sion 
Requested OpL~~ 
- Producer Groups 
Urru1.i um R & D 
- Recovery of Import/Export Duties 
- Commercial Agents 
Aeronautical Research 
- Tractor Seats 
- Goods Exported for Repair 
- Paper and Board 
- Physical Properties of Food 
Emulsifiers 
- rqedical Research 
- Green Paper 
Own-Initi~tive O~inio~ 
- East-West Trru1.sport 
·- Small and I!Iedium-Sized Undertakings 
.Study 
- Tax Harmonization 
Dec_ember 1977 Plenar;y,: ~ssion 
liegu~sted O~inions 
- Animal FecdingstQffs 
- Alcohol 
- Defective Products 
- Energy Policy Objectives 
- Urb&~ Concentrations 
Q~;:Initiative Opinion 
- Iv1edi terranean Agriculture 
Su.bseauent Pl.e_!!ary Session.s 
~Q!L~ste.d_Qpj.nicns · _ 
- Nuclear Fuel Re,rocessing 
·- Fe.st~Breeders _ 
- Radioactive Waste 
.-Home-Study Courses 
•••/eo•• 
Own-Initiative Opinion~ 
- Forestry Problems 
- Customs Union 
- Export Credit 
- Part-Time Work 
- 30-
- Education and Training of Young People 
- Use of rledicine 
Study 
- Community/Greece Relations 
- Comr~~ity/State-Trading Country Relations 
- Community/Spain Relations 
- Asbestos 
... ; ... 
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VI 
~.IEJ1ffiER S' NEWS 
nr Ludwig ROSillTBERG, Chairman of the Committee from 
1960 to 1962, died on 27 October 1977. 
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